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Antifragility of Co-ops
Max Gianniny, Board of Directors President

A
n author I am fond of, Nassim
Taleb, introduced me to a concept called
antifragility. Something is antifragile if it
benefits from stress. A word like robust
describes things that are tough but not
necessarily something that gains from
stresses. An immune system is antifragile,
it needs stress in order to function well. A
piece of metal is strong but does not get
stronger with use.
It has occurred to me that co-ops are
antifragile, that Abundance is antifragile.
Democracies (co-ops) are antifragile
in that stresses to them help keep
discourse active and leaders from getting
complacent.
Many years ago, the meeting to decide if

Abundance should carry meat products
was/still is probably the largest gathering
of Abundance shareholders to date. More
recently the decision to move the store
prompted many meetings of Shareholders
to voice opinions about whether to move,
where to move, whether or rent or own.
Naturally, not everyone agrees on the
decisions that come out of these meetings
but regardless, it is stress like this that
keeps Shareholders engaged and makes us
stronger.
Yesterday, on one of the nicest, sunniest
days of 2019, the Abundance cafe was
full of Shareholders, board members and
employees all willing to carve a couple
hours out of their Sunday afternoon
to discuss the state of the co-op and

brainstorm ideas to help us get onto
stable financial footing. This antifragility is
cause for great optimism.
In the midst of stress it is difficult to see
why it can be beneficial, but once a step
back is taken I can see how Abundance
will be stronger as a result of these
challenging times. Although the stress
sometimes wears on me personally, I am
confident that I will look back on this
experience and be grateful about how
much I grew as a result.

Rare Plants for the
Love of the Co-op
Melinda McAuliff, Abundance

Iis passionate
f there is one thing Michael Hannen
about, it’s plants. Not just
your average peony or hosta but the rare,
otherwise hard to find kind of plant. In
fact, at his home-based nursery in the
Upper Monroe neighborhood you’ll find
more than 3,000 varieties of perennials, all
on a .2 acre city lot.
“People usually see the color in

M. Hannen Nursery

flowers and get excited. I
get passionate about the
way a leaf hangs,” he says
referencing a Syneilesis Acontifolia
Shredded Umbrella, “or the unique foliage
texture of the edible Japanese wild hardy
Ginger Zigiber Mioga.”
Michael has been nurturing rare plants
for more than 20 years. He’s known
around town and across Upstate for his
garden designs, which
start blooming in March
and continue through
November.
“When I began designing
gardens I kept finding
the same varieties of
plants at every nursery
and I wanted something
different. So I started
collecting rare plants,
propagating and dividing
them into the collection

Jack-in-the-Pulpit
I have today,” he says. “For instance, I now
have 40 varieties of Jack-in-the-Pulpit
while only two varieties are native to the
area”
In addition to being passionate about
rare plants, Michael is passionate about
Abundance. He and his husband, Board
Member, Peter House, have committed
themselves to buying 90-95% of their
groceries from the co-op for nearly a
decade.
This spring, Michael began providing
Abundance with a selection of rare plants
to sell, with100% of the proceeds going to
the store. “I love the co-op and want to
see it succeed. This was one contribution I
could make to help make a difference.”
You’ll find a selection of Michael’s plants
available for sale at Abundance throughout
the season.
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GM Musings
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Melinda McAuliff, Marketing Manager
Richard Rowley, Financial Assistant
Richard Sauvain, IT Coordinator

IShareholder
n June, we hosted a mid-year
meeting to provide a “Stateof-the-Store” financial update and I would
like to thank everyone who came out to
listen and talk about where we’re at and
where we’re going.
We’ve made a lot of progress in the last
six months with consistently increasing
sales and weekly customer counts but our
ongoing challenge continues to be paying
down debts that compounded as a result
of the move to our current location.
In the breakout sessions we talked about
ways to address those challenges and I
look forward to bringing those ideas to
life in the coming months.
One of those changes will be continuing
to modify the mix of products we sell
in the store to meet the needs of the
community we serve while staying true to
our founding principles.
You may have noticed some new faces
in the store recently. This summer we’re
losing a few members of the management
team who are moving on to new
adventures in life.

Health Counseling and moving on to a
career as a therapist. Saqrah Houck,
Produce Buyer, will be leaving us later
this summer to travel and pursue her
education abroad. Steve Standhart,
Wellness Buyer, is also leaving us this
summer as he prepares to return to
college.

Center Store
Diane Banks, Bulk, Refrigerated,
Frozen Foods Buyer
Nazareno Runfola, Senior Grocery Buyer
Emily Sniezyk, Beer Buyer
Seb Sanger, Body Care Buyer
Steve Standhart, Wellness Buyer
Aimee Svendsen, Wellness Buyer-in-Training

Please join me in wishing them well and
welcoming Brittany Lucy (Produce
Manager) and Aimee Svendsen
(Wellness Buyer) to the co-op. We’ve
also promoted Seb Sanger to Body
Care Buyer, in addition to his duties
as Front End Supervisor and hired
Denise Gallagher as a new Front End
Supervisor.

Deli
Pat Dalberth, Deli Manager

I look forward to saying hello the next
time you’re at the co-op!
In Co+operation,

Caitlin Holcombe, Produce Manager,
has been with Abundance for 8 years
now and is completing a degree in Mental

Front End
Denise Gallagher, Front End Supervisor
Payton Marovich, Front End Manager
Jacob Snell, Front End Supervisor
Seb Sanger, Front End Supervisor
Skylar, Front End Supervisor
Produce
Brittany Lucy, Produce Manager
Saqrah Houck, Produce Buyer
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Max Gianniny, President
mgianniny@gmail.com
Paula Hansen, Vice President
Paulah1@rochester.rr.com
Monique Marollo, Treasurer
Marollo@rochester.rr.com
Karl Abbott, Secretary
Karl47@frontiernet.net
Peter House
Housepeter171@gmail.com
Jon Greenbaum
greenbaum.jon@gmail.com
Philippa Proudfoot
pirpoud@aol.com
CONTACT
571 South Avenue, Rochester, NY 14620
tel: 585-454-2667
email: marketing@abundance.coop
website: www.abundance.coop
© Abundance Food Co-op 2019
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Permaculture at Abundance
Melinda McAuliff, Abundance
to plant, we are disturbing an established
ecosystem that includes insects, worms,
fungi, and roots all living harmoniously
under the grass,” Patty explains.
Sheet mulching is a kinder process to that
ecosystem. It involves establishing layers
of organic material above the existing sod
that will become a fertile environment for
plants to grow. Grass is the bottom layer
(providing nitrogen), followed by a layer of
compost (another nitrogen rich resource),
corrugated cardboard (to prevent
anaerobic decomposition and provide an
inviting space for earthworms), and leaves
or wood chips as mulch to top it off. After
3-6 months the sod and cardboard will
have broken down and the area will be
ready for planting.
P. Love Food Forest Garden

A
conversation with Patty Love about
permaculture is an unexpected journey
through the beautifully intricate designs of
nature itself. The practice of permaculture
can be a personal one, in which people
come to their own personal and unique
definitions. Patty’s definition is one to
take in for a moment - and savor - before
moving on to the next thought: An
interdisciplinary design approach, based
in and derived from the observation of
natural ecological systems of relationships
and indigenous practices of nature
stewardship, that strives to repair and
create regenerative and reciprocal
systems for meeting human needs while
also enhancing the quality of life for all
beings, including plants, insects, nonhuman animals, and fungi.
While ecological gardening provides
her “bread and butter,” Patty describes
permaculture holistically, “it’s about the
way humans design systems” she says,
“it’s about how we do what we do every
day, the way we live, and how we work
and interact with each other and our
environment.”
Patty, an Abundance Shareholder
since 2003, and owner of Barefoot

Permaculture, is providing the co-op with
guidance on creating a permaculture
garden in the area between the western
parking lot and fence. This spring you
may have seen the beginning stages of
this effort as one corner of this ground
was prepared with a method called
sheet mulching, used to minimize soil
disturbance.
“Soil is like an upside down apartment
building. When we till or shovel the earth

One thing that attracted Patty to
permaculture was the principle that
everything is connected. Her own garden
sits on a one acre suburban plot and
is a true food forest garden in that it
mimics the structure and functions of a
forest with layers of vegetation that exist
harmoniously with one another.Varieties
of trees, shrubs, perennial vegetables
and flowers, and other plants are chosen
and placed in proximity based on their
interconnectedness. For instance, she
plants sweet fennel around her pear tree
to create a habitat for beneficial insects
and deter insect pests. With the addition
continued on pg 10

Save the Date
Feeding Folks with Urban Food Forests
September 12, 2019 - 6:00 PM
Join us for this introduction to
permaculture design and principles, why
edible food forests are so productive,
and how to use nature’s model of the
forest to grow abundant food systems in
our climate. Learn some design basics
while meeting some particularly useful
plants and techniques. Discuss the
challenges and gifts of sub/urban farming
and some solutions for growing food in
even the most challenging spaces.

Patty Love is a permaculture
designer, teacher, and researcher based
in the Genesee River Valley (Rochester,
NY) where she studies and practices
regenerative design, permaculture, and
edible forest gardening. Her work is
informed from her education, reading,
time in nature, parenting, and spiritual
pursuits. She holds two Permaculture
Design Certificates and is a Certified
Permaculture Teacher in addition to
traditional BS and MALS Degrees.
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Taproot & Urban Agriculture
A Q&A with Taproot Collective

Iprofit
n June, Taproot Collective, a small nonwith big ideas, was our Round Up
recipient. We wanted to take some time
to get to know them a little better with a
quick Q&A. Here’s what they had to say.
What is TC’s mission and who
benefits?
Founded in 2017, Taproot Collective is a
nonprofit with the mission to design and
build holistic systems for healthy local
food, dignified housing, and educational
opportunities with youth and families at
the core. We envision a city filled with
thriving neighborhoods where all people
have equitable access to critical resources.

Taproot Greenhouse

We work with communities to unlock the
creative and regenerative relationship of
our city’s land and structures to provide
healthy growing, learning, and living spaces.
Taproot Collective programs are centered
around the stewardship responsibility we
have not only to the earth but to each
other.
Our main project currently is First Market
Farm (FMF) in the Marketview Heights
neighborhood. FMF is an innovative
community homestead that engages
youth and families in the planning,
growing, harvesting, preparing, preserving,
and distribution of fresh produce. FMF
harnesses educational, nutrition, and
intergenerational community networks
necessary to directly impact positive
health outcomes in Marketview Heights.

Taproot holds a 100-year lease on the
land that makes up FMF and once building
renovations are complete, the rear
apartment at 20 First Street will serve as
community teaching and meeting space.
What the most interesting thing
TC does over the course of a day/
week?
We listen to stories from the land, the
house, and our neighbors. While we may
appear to be just a farm, our work affords
us the great honor of serving as stewards
of land and buildings that have histories
far longer than any of us could know.
Whether it’s artifacts from the public
market we find in the 147 year old house,
the old concord
grape vine along
First Street, or the
immigrant families
whose records are
uncovered, there are
stories to be found
at every turn.
What’s on the
horizon for TC?
Community-based
land and home
ownership is critical
if we are to build
healthy, holistic
neighborhoods. We
partner with groups
like City Roots Community Land Trust,
the Urban Agriculture Working Group,
and neighborhood associations to identify
properties or parcels that could serve
as another proof of
concept for a model
that unlocks land,
housing, and food for
community benefit.

order to replicate this model, we are
looking for partners, donors, and friends
to help us realize this vision of a city
filled with community-owned urban
homesteads that produces healthy food,
provides affordable housing, and innovates
educational opportunities for Rochester
families.
We are also proud to offer the
Community Food program at First Market
Farm during the 2019 growing season.
Supported by the Greater Rochester
Health Foundation’s Community Health
Grant, the Community Food Program
is a family-based series of seed to table
classes held at First Market Farm and in
collaboration with the Rochester Public
Market’s new instructional kitchen.
Six community garden classes are offered
May - September and six community
cooking and food preservation classes will
be offered July - September. Classes are
designed and taught by the Community
Food Team made up of two youth interns,
a peer mentor, and garden and kitchen
coordinators. The Community Food Team
has carefully structured classes to engage
Rochester families in a diverse array of
growing, cooking, and preserving methods
continued on pg 11

With the success of
First Market Farm,
in the coming year
we are excited to
embark on a CLT/
Taproot project that
serves as an engine
for community wealth
building and healthy
neighborhoods. In
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Taproot Gardening

A Tour of NY Craft Beers & Ciders
Melinda McAuliff, Abundance

A
bundance is full of great surprises - like the variety and quality of New York beers and ciders you’ll find everyday. Whether you’re
getting ready for a summer picnic or just lounging in the backyard, you don’t have to go far for a tour or the best NY State has to
offer. This includes an ever growing selection of gluten-free ciders made with NY State grown apples. Here’s a round up of brands
you’ll find on your next visit to the co-op.
Do you have a summer brew we
can look forward to?
Smash Pils, our Pilsner, will be in cans
later this summer. It is a Single Hop Single
Malt Pilsner at 5.8% alcohol extremely
drinkable and perfect for the summer
days.

Swiftwater Brewing
378 Mt. Hope Ave
Rochester, NY 14620
Established: 2015
Taproom:Yes
Distance from Abundance: 0.5 M
What makes your brew unique?
We keep a wide variety of beers on
tap from classic German styles to New
England style IPAs, to sours and stouts.
Also, all Swiftwater beers are gluten
reduced.
Do you have a summer
brew we can look
forward to?
We will be releasing 4
variations of our American
adjunct lager this summer.
We will have “Swiftwater
Beer”, “Swift Light”, “Swift
Light Lime”, and “Swift Light
Guava”.

Genesee Brewing Co.
25 Cataract St
Rochester, NY 14605
Established: 1878
Taproom:Yes
Distance from Abundance: 1.8 M

Rohrbach Brewing Co.
97 Railroad St
Rochester, NY 14609
Established: 1991
Taproom:Yes
Distance from Abundance: 2 M

Roc Brewing
56 South Union St
Rochester, NY 14697
Established: 2011
Taproom:Yes
Distance from Abundance: 0.9 M
What makes your brew unique?
Quality and innovation is our focus in
craft beer.

What makes your brew unique?
We take great pride in our craft and use
the highest quality ingredients in our
brewing. Rohrbach beers do not use any
preservatives or pasteurization, so they
are always brewed and delivered fresh.
We continue to brew the classics you can
depend on, like Scotch Ale, Highland Lager,
and Space Kitty DIPA, while still exploring
new styles with creative small-batch
releases.

Do you have a summer brew we
can look forward to?
We just released Radle On Lemon Radler.
German for “cyclist,” this radler is a crisp
ale blended with fresh lemon for a light,
refreshing pint. It’s a thirst-quenching
sessionable summer brew perfect for
all things fun in the sun. Our radler uses
fresh, real lemon puree with no artificial
additives. More commonly known today
as a shandy, the radler style has an
interesting origin in itself. The drink was
invented by innkeeper Franz Kugler in a
small town outside of Munich, Germany.
When cyclists announced their return to
the inn after a long day, Kugler realized he
didn’t have enough beer for his patrons. To
stretch the beer, he blended it with fresh
lemonade and the rest is history.

Three Heads Brewing
186 Atlantic Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
Established: 2010
Taproom:Yes
Distance from Abundance: 2.1 M
What makes your brew unique?
We try to be authentic with what we
do. No corners are cut to bring our
customers great tasting, fresh, local craft
beer.
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Do you have a summer brew we
can look forward to?
On June 5, we will be canning Tres
Cabezas Key Lime Gose. This will be a
refreshing, lightly tart, slightly salty quaffer
with real Key Lime juice. Gonna be a real
humdinger.

Do you have a summer cider we
can look forward to?
Cider lovers can look forward to
Strawberry Rhubarb and Blueberry Peach,
in addition to their favorite apple-only
varieties.

Stoneyard
Brewing Co.
48 Merchant St
Brockport, NY
14420
Established: 2018
Taproom:Yes
Distance from
Abundance: 20 M
What makes your brew unique?
A focus on world class quality with a laid
back attitude.
Do you have a summer brew we
can look forward to?
Ruby Red Everyman,
Grapefruit and Orange IPA
is a zesty, refreshing treat
that drinks perfectly on
the patio, on the boat, on
the golf course or really
any excuse you can find to
enjoy a tasty beer in the
sun.

Embark Craft Ciderworks
6895 Lake Ave
Williamson, NY 14589
Established: 2015
Tasting Room:Yes
Distance from Abundance: 27 M
What makes your cider unique?
Our apples and other
fruits in Embark drinks
are grown right here on
the family farm or sourced
from neighboring farms.
This summer we’ll even
have the sixth generation
working the farm.

growers of apples so our products are
truly farm to glass and we know how
to blend apple varieties to get awesome
flavors. We specialize in producing very
high quality hard ciders for the grocery
market as well as a line of very high-end
barrel aged ciders and heritage ciders
made with American and European cider
apples.
Do you have a summer cider we
can look forward to?
We just released our Lakeside Loganberry
which is a great summertime favorite. Its
available in 12 oz cans. Soon we will be
releasing our Chandler Street Cherry in
12 oz cans. Also a summertime favorite.

Young Lion Brewing Co.
24 Lakeshore Dr
Canandaigua, NY 14424
Established: 2017
Taproom:Yes
Distance from Abundance: 30 M
What makes your brew unique?
Approaching their two-year anniversary,
Young Lion Brewing Co. has a full
repertoire of brews including its flagship
IPA, a Citrus Gose, Caribbean-Style
Stout, and award-winning Czech Pilsner.
The completely woman-owned brewery
located across the street from Kershaw
park at the north end of Canandaigua
Lake, administered a nationwide search
for their head brewer Phillip Platz and for
that the whole region has lucked out. “The
Czech Pilsner was one of the very first
recipes I did for Young Lion Brewing Co.
This was the recipe I did trying to get a
sessionable beer that I thought the market
would like,” says Platz. “I wanted a pilsner
that was fuller in body, more bitterness
units, and a little bit darker color. I also
thought it would also differentiate Young
Lion from a lot of the other breweries in
the Finger Lakes.”
Blackbird Cider
Works
8503 Lower Lake Rd
Baker, NY 14012
Established: 2011
Tasting Room:Yes
Distance from
Abundance: 58 M
What makes your cider unique?
Since 2012, our ciders have been
recognized in New York State and
international cider competitions. We are

Cider Creek
Hard Cider
6459 Cunningham
Creek Rd
Canisteo, NY 14823
Established: 2013
Tasting Room:Yes
Distance from
Abundance: 73 M
What makes your cider unique?
We are GLINTCAP’s most awarded
farm cidery in the US. It’s our mission
to produce high-quality, craft, hard cider
with authenticity. We’re creative, funky,
and progressive in our brewing methods
and recipes. We proudly use 100% New
York State apples and we never add water,
sugar, artificial flavors or sweeteners to
our products. We hope you taste the
difference.
Do you have a summer cider we
can look forward to?
Strawberry-Kiwi Saison. It’s tart, fruity and
fun.

1911 Established
2708 Lored Hill Rd
Lafayette, NY 13084
Established: 2008
Tasting Room:Yes
Distance from Abundance: 80 M
What makes your cider unique?
At Beak & Skiff Apple Orchards, we
have committed ourselves to quality
continued on pg 9
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Go Local for Hot Sauce
Melinda McAuliff, Abundance
and weddings, we’ve done them
for recording artists and WWE
wrestlers. This summer you’ll
even find an Abundance-branded
selection of hot sauces from
PepperNutz available at the store.
“People often associate hot
sauce with an all-heat-no-flavor
experience. But it doesn’t always
have to be the case, I start with
flavor and then add the heat,”
says Tom, whose signature sauces
include pineapple, mango, banana
and Caribbean fruit bases in
addition to the traditional tomato
base recipes.

Ibirthplace
n 2008, Rochester became the
of two hot sauce brands that
are making their mark in the marketplace;
Karma Sauce and PepperNutz. Around
that time hot sauce was one of the fastest
growing products in the industry.
“I saw an opportunity to do something I
had a passion for,” says Tom Falbo, owner
of PepperNutz. “I enjoyed cooking with
spicy ingredients when I was in High
School and in college I was known as the
guy with the fridge full of hot sauces.”
Tom had purchased the PepperNutz
web domain during the dot-com era so
he dusted that off, built a website, and
brought his recipes to a company who
could produce and bottle them.
For a time PepperNutz had over 1,000
sauces from a wide variety of other name
brand producers available online; today
they have six of their own all natural,
small batch PepperNutz hot sauces and
a successful private label business with
customers across the US, Canada, and a
few overseas accounts.
“The private label business actually took
off before our own brand,” Tom recounts.
“We use a separate set of recipes for the
private label – in addition to branding
sauces for stores, corporate events,

One unique thing about Rochester
is the nature of our small business
community to collaborate and
support each other. “We couldn’t
have done any of this without places like
Abundance,” he says.
“The difference between Gene (Gene
Olczak, owner, Karma Sauce) and I, is he’s
a farm to table kind of guy, I’m a sales and
marketing guy. I have recipes and partner
with a co-packer to have the sauces
produced and bottled while Gene grows
his ingredients and cooks his own
sauces.”

heat in his youth. A Long Island native, he
was introduced to Buffalo chicken wings
in college and wanted to ramp up the heat
from there. When he was developing the
unique Karma Sauce flavor he realized
how abundant butternut squash is in our
area and decided to use that as his sauce
base and ‘Good Karma’ was born. With
requests to make it hotter, ‘Bad Karma”
followed.
Today’s Karma Sauce lineup includes
more than a dozen hot sauces, plus salsas,
ketchups, mustards, and rubs. Karma Sauce
has also produced sauces with limited
distribution like the famed ‘Los Calientes’,
featured on the popular YouTube
show Hot Ones and sold exclusively by
heatonist.com.
Last year, Karma Sauce crowd-sourced
the first democratically created hot sauce,
Hole Mole, asking members of the “For
The Love of Hot Sauce” FaceBook group
to suggest a flavor profile and selected the
name from one of the group’s members.
Gene describes the finished product as,
“a tribute to a traditional Mexican mole
poblano, with a Finger Lakes twist.”
Hole Mole is available exclusively at
heathotsauce.com, while supplies last.
continued on pg 9

Says Gene, “We do everything
local from ingredients, to labor to
bottling. This focus does result in
a higher cost but we have found a
niche market for truly hand crafted
products. The added quality has
lead to over 70 national product
awards and that in turn has opened
other doors.”
Karma Sauce even has its own
farm, Burning Springs Farm, in
Bristol, NY, where they grow two
acres of peppers, garlic, tomatoes
and other produce (depending on
the crop rotations for the current
year). When they need to source
produce beyond the farm, they go
to local farmers first.
Gene, also had an appreciation for
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Hot Sauce

Craft Beers & Ciders

continued from pg 8

continued from pg 7

We asked the folks from PepperNutz and
Karma sauce two important questions
and here are their answers:

and innovation for over 100 years. This
tradition of excellence spills over into
1911 Established Hard Ciders. From “Tree
to Can,” our process is handled in-house
to ensure that we provide handcrafted
and delicious Hard Cider in every sip.

Karma Sauce
Where do you recommend someone
new to hot sauces start? Good Karma
and Curry Karma are great options for
versatile sauces that are user friendly.
Lower acid than most and chock full of
veggies they are wonderful in recipes and
as a condiment.
What non-meat foods do you
recommend putting hot sauce on?
You can make a killer casserole with
nothing more than garbanzo beans, Curry
Karma Sauce and paneer or tofu. All
of the original Karma Sauce variations
are great as veggie stir fry bases (with a
little tamari). Miso and Good Karma are
a perfect salad dressing, just thin with a
little water and rice wine vinegar. Use
our hotter sauce to amp up hummus and
stews.
PepperNutz
Where do you recommend someone
new to hot sauces start? I usually
recommend people start with a medium
heat sauce and scale it up or down from
there.
What non-meat foods do you
recommend putting hot sauce on?
You can put hot sauce on just about
anything. The most unique thing I’ve seen
people add hot sauce to is beer. There are
craft beers brewed with habanero now
too.You can also add a little to soups and
salad dressings.

Do you have a summer cider we
can look forward to?
Our Tropical Hard Cider is definitely a
summertime drink
people can look
forward to! It is
our original Hard
Cider with notes
of both pineapple
and mango, the
perfect summertime
combination!
Anything But Beer
1153 W Fayette St
Syracuse, NY 13204
Established: 2018
Tasting Room: Not
yet, but soon
Distance from
Abundance: 85 M
What makes
your brew unique?
Anything But Beer is a brewery that
has grown out of passion for food and
beverage, community, and the process
of creation. We discovered that many
people either dislike the taste of beer or
cannot drink it due to dietary restrictions;
yet they want to be included in the craft
beverage scene. That’s when we set out to
create beverages that meet the needs of
this under-served group of people. Now

we are brewing
a wide variety
of alcoholic
beverages that
are both grainfree/gluten-free
and vegan,
living at the
crossroads of
wine, cider, and beer. Some of our flavor
profiles include, blueberry eucalyptus,
maple sap lemonade, ginger-chai,
cucumber, irish whiskey, and strawberry
lime. Our products allow a greater
number of people to enjoy interesting
craft beverages and to feel included by the
craft brew community!
Do you have a summer brew we
can look forward to?
When life gives you lemons make...Maple
Sap Lemonade. Introducing the newest
member of the ABB line-up, Main Sqeeze:
Maple Sap Lemonade, brewed with Dutch
Hill Maple Sap from Tully, NY!

PINNACLE
YOGA
Hatha yoga in a friendly
neighborhood studio.
Not sure which end is up?
Our classes will help. See our
schedule online or on Facebook.

Carl Hoffman, Instructor
99 Crosman Terr.
Upper Monroe Neighborhood
585-473-2949
pinnacleyoga@hotmail.com
www.pinnacle-yoga.com
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Permaculture
continued from pg 4
of comfrey to enrich the soil, altogether,
she’s using a practice called companion
planting.
“One of the most carbon friendly actions
we can take is to eat food grown in our
own yard. It’s such a great feeling when I
can pick my breakfast from my own yard,”
she reflects. “And it’s empowering to
know I can be self-reliant that way.”
Having shopped at Abundance for more
than 15 years, I ask Patty, “What brought
you to Abundance and what keeps you
coming back?” She responded, “In the
beginning it was the selection of organic,
local, gluten-free and dairy-free foods that
weren’t readily available elsewhere. I keep
coming back because it’s a cooperatively
owned, human-sized store with friendly
and helpful staff.”
Whether you’ve got an acre of land or a

Future Site of Abundance Permaculture Garden
window basket at your disposal, creating
a permaculture garden is possible. If
you’re interested in learning more, some
resources Patty recommends include:
• Carrots Love Tomatoes: Secrets of
Companion Planting for Successful
Gardening, by Louise Riotte
• Gaia’s Garden, by Toby Hemenway

Cooperatively owned,
community grown!

• www.meetup.com/
RochesterPermaculture/
Patty will be hosting a permaculture
workshop at Abundance this fall - giving
you the opportunity to discover more.
Details are available on page 4.

Support local, fair-trade and
sustainable food by becoming
an Abundance Shareholder.
To learn more visit
abundance.coop/ownership.

Rochester
Feldenkrais
Samuel H. Nelson, Ph. D.
Certified Feldenkrais Practitioner
1501 East Ave., Suite 108,
Rochester, NY
585-271-5296
samnel@aol.com
rochesterfeldenkrais.com

It’s not just about the food we make,
but the people we make it for.
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Ken’s Kookery:
Chic Burger, Meet Grill
Kenneth Rich, Shareholder

Eureka! After a multi-year quest for
a home-made bean burger that hangs
together on the grill, I found it. Countless
burgers disintegrated on their wiry
perches, falling to tiresome and firesome
heart-and-stomach-rending deaths. They
died not in vain, however. We gave them a
six-bubble-gum salute this Memorial Day
as we grilled a new generation of daredevil, fire-defying bean-burgers.
2 cups cooked garbanzo beans
(1 Field Day can)
2 tablespoons Red Star VSF
nutritional yeast
2 tablespoons Bionaturae
tomato paste
2 tablespoons Once Again tahini
1 teaspoon Maine Coast Sea
Seasoning
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon Stuart’s Spices

poultry seasoning
¼ cup chopped celery
¼ cup chopped walnuts
¼ cup water
6 tablespoons tapioca flour/starch
Mash the garbanzos with a strong fork, as
if to make hummus. Leave a few whole.
Don’t use a blender, you’ll get rubber
burgers! Mix the ingredients together.
Divide into 6-8 balls and press out into
patties with oiled hands. Cook on an oiled
fry pan or grill. They’ll cook fast — most
of the ingredients are already cooked.
I usually add things roughly in the listed
order, adjusting water and tapioca to get
the cohesiveness right, and making sure
they are well incorporated. The seasoning
list is a bow to brevity and to the fauxpoultry chick pea soul. Be sure to bow to
your own base urges for excessive thyme

or black pepper or onion powder. The
celery and walnuts are mostly for texture,
but if the walnuts are toasted, mmm hmm.
These come out pink, but unlike a turkey
burger, it’s okay if you leave them pink,
even on the outside!
Honoring an old acquaintance who
insisted on spelling garbanzos “chic peas”,
we call them chic burgers. Did that person
want it less meaty sounding? Were they
in a hurry? Did they just hate the letter
K? Well, I love the letter K, but I am in a
hurry. Bring on those chic burgers!

Taproot
continued from pg 5
centered around traditional cultural
knowledge and memory. All classes in the
Community Food Program are free and
open to all Rochester families.
Why is urban farming so
important to communities?
There are as many reasons why urban
farming is important as there are
microorganisms in our soil (and there
are a lot!). Some of our favorites include
the importance of building relationships
among each other and with our natural
world.
When we come together and farm in
cities, we take back ownership of place
and reconnect with our land in spaces
that feel distant from it. It is a response
to the misuse of land, the undervaluing
of our youth, and the commodification

of community health. Urban
farming is our chosen method of
resistance and fight for justice.
If there were only
one thing someone
remembered about TC
what would you want it
to be?
We build holistic systems that
heal our broken lands, food,
housing, and education. If we are
to transform our communities, we cannot
simply address one of these areas without
being greatly impacted by another.
To ignore these intersections is to keep
systems intact that benefit the few at the
expense of many. Just like in our gardens,
we observe and replicate the natural
systems and connections if we are to build

Taproot Garlic Class
a more racially, economically, socially, and
environmentally just world.
The seeds we plant and one day hope to
harvest, literally and figuratively, cannot
grow in a world that is designed for their
destruction. Our mission is to get to
the root of the matter in our city, quite
literally.
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OPENSKYYOGA.COM

François Raoult,
Director
“Tradition is not the
worship of ashes but
the preservation of fire.”
—GUSTAV MALHER

Carla Anselm
Michael Amy
Andrea Escos
Becky Lyons
Rick Lynch
Heidi Friederich
Kinga Kondor-Hine
Mary Aman
Tom Battley

Yoga classes. All levels. Free Trial.
200 hour ESSENTIAL YOGA TEACHER TRAINING (November 2019-June 2020)
Back Care Program with Yoga Teachers / PT
INTERNATIONAL RETREATS in India, Italy and Greece
REAL YOGA IN ROCHESTER SINCE 1985

facebook.com/YogaWave
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yogawave@rochester.rr.com

